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Monday 14 April 2020 
 
Rand weakens on SARB surprise 100bp cut announced today, to R18.40, after having closed yesterday at 
R18.27, we continue to expect an average of R17.50/USD for Q2.20 

 
 

 
  

 

 
 

 



 
 

 

▪ The surprise 100bp cut in the SARB’s repo rate today (to 4.25%) takes South Africa’s interest rate cuts this 
year to 2.25% in total. The repo rate is at a historic low since it was recorded in 1998, the previous low was 
in 2013 at 5%. The prime lending rate was last at 7.75% in 1973. 
 

▪ After an initial knee-jerk reaction, the rand retracted to R18.26/USD, R20.01/EUR and R22.93/GBP from 
R18.37/USD, R20.09/EUR and R23.03/GBP, with its close yesterday at R18.12/USD, R19.77/EUR and 
R22.65/GBP. The SARB has indicated more cuts are currently likely, potentially another 1.25%. The rand 
saw additional weakness this afternoon. 
 

▪ Interest rates are low globally, with Central Bank rates respectively at 0.1% for the UK, 0.05% for the US, in 
Europe 0%and Japan at 0.3%. The degree of monetary and fiscal stimulus globally is unprecedented, with 
the Federal Reserve Bank expanding its assets on its balance sheet under a huge quantitative easing 
programme. 
 

▪ This will prove inflationary, and in particular will weaken the US dollar over the course of this year (and 
potentially next), while the huge quantum of liquidity globally is likely to prove yield seeking, lowering risk 
appetite and driving portfolio flows into risky assets, which include equities generally and emerging market 
bonds, with the rand expected to benefit. 
 

▪ The rand saw a more marked retracement against the US dollar, than against the euro and the UK pound, 
around midday, while the gold price rose to US$1 748/oz from its close of US$1 713/oz yesterday,  with the 
gold price expected to gain further on the impact of global QE (Quantitative Easing).  
 

▪ Currently however, global financial markets have not yet entered a period of risk-on and risk aversion is still 
heightened globally. The domestic currency is still at weak levels, and is likely to remain volatile and weak in 
the near term until evidence for the beginnings of a recovery in the global economy become clearer. 
 

▪ The South African Reserve Bank (SARB) notes currently as well that “global financing conditions are no 
longer supportive of emerging market currency and asset values. Credit risk has risen back to 2008 levels 
and about R100billion of local assets have been sold by non-resident investors.” 
 

▪ The SARB adds that “(t)he overall risks to the inflation outlook at this time appear to be to the downside”. Its 
2.25% cut in interest rates this year have helped both steepen, and lower the yield curve, along with its 
substantial operations to add liquidity in the mid to longer-end of the yield curve. 
 

▪ The huge volumes of QE globally makes the interest rate cuts in South Africa easier for markets to stomach, 
and the SARB is likely to cut rates further to assist SA as additional measures of monetary stimulus occur 



globally. The rate cuts in SA are likely to keep the rand closer to R18.00/USD - R18.50/USD this month, but 
strengthening as risk-on emerges. 

 
 

 
 

 
 
 

▪ GDP in South Africa is expected to see a deeper contraction now that the economic shutdown has been 
extended to the end of April, with expectations also changing on the path that reopening will take. In particular, 
a phased approach is expected, with some modest opening up of certain sub-sectors/sectors in the economy 
on a partial basis. 
 

▪ The longer the economic shutdown persists, the more vulnerable household and corporate balance sheets 
will become, with an escalation in the negative impact on GDP as savings are run down, vulnerabilities rise 
and the strain of servicing debt is increased as savings wither further, both for the economy and for households 
and corporates. 
 

▪ We are in the process of revising our expectations for the contraction in GDP this year, with a lengthening in 
the number of weeks of shutdown, full as well as partial shutdown (i.e. the economy is opened up to a degree), 
likely seeing production drop by between -5% and -10% (depending on the length of the shutdown – full or 
partial), previously -2.7% y/y, for 2020. 
 

▪ While GDP from an expenditure perspective is supported by those firms, households and other entities 
continuing to pay their workers (and suppliers) during the shutdowns, deteriorating income/revenue streams 



and erosion of savings will lessen the ability for this to persist, substantially worsening the impact of additional 
weeks of shutdown on the economy.  
 

▪ This risks the supply-side shock to the economy not proving temporary, and the demand-side shock (SA is 
also experiencing a demand side shock as available goods and services to purchase have been extremely 
limited) would then worsen as the length of the shutdown is extended, resulting in a slower, weaker recovery, 
and exacerbated job losses.   
 

▪ We are in an unprecedented crisis, the interest rate cuts globally and domestically helps those who are 
indebted by lowering the cost of servicing their debt. Additionally, they provide some relief for households and 
corporates who, due to reduced incomes have been battling debt costs, and so aid reductions in bankruptcies 
and ability to pay staff costs. 
 

▪ National Treasury says its “central scenario is for a deep recession in 2020, followed by a rapid upswing in 
economic growth. Critically, the path relies on an understanding of how the global economy will adjust”. Global 
recovery will prove a key ballast to a recovery in SA, if SA opens up its export and supply chains sufficiently 
to benefit. 
 

▪ National Treasury said today that it will revise its fiscal framework, with clear estimates of additional 
(temporary) health costs (also reallocating unnecessary expenditure to health care costs instead), but that it 
will also include “a clear timetable or plan to stabilize debt over the current forecast period”. 
 

▪ The rand lost its midday gains this afternoon, reaching R18.40/USD, R20.16/EUR and R23.13/GBP on the 
knee-jerk reaction from the opening of the US markets to SA rate cuts, while worries still linger over SA’s 
vulnerabilities to likely further credit rating downgrades (lite down case), or worse (severe down case). 

 
 
 



 
 



 
 
 

 
 

  

  

 


